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Part A – Items considered in public 

A4   Additional Restrictions 
Grant (ARG) Third Top 
Up Funding. 

SALFORD CITY COUNCIL - RECORD OF DECISION 

 
I, Councillor Hinds, in exercise of the powers contained within the Council Constitution do hereby approve: 
 

 The proposal to provide ARG Omicron Hospitality and Leisure Grant (ARG-OHLG) funding to 

those businesses in shared accommodation whose main business is in the hospitality, leisure and 
accommodation sectors in line with the amounts of grant for the Omicron Hospitality and Leisure 
Grant (OHLG) paid to those businesses in the same sectors that pay business rates.    
 

 The proposal to provide ARG Omicron Hospitality and Leisure Grant (ARG-OHLG) funding to 

those businesses who supply to businesses in the hospitality, leisure and accommodation sectors in 
line with the amounts of grant for the Omicron Hospitality and Leisure Grant (OHLG) paid to those 
businesses in the same sectors that pay business rates.   
 

 The proposal to close applications for the previous ARG Top Up Grant with immediate effect. 
 

 The proposal to provide additional funding In March 2022 to those businesses in the Hospitality and 
Events sectors – and those that supply to them – that received either the OHLG or the ARG-OHLG 
as these businesses have been most severely affected by the Omicron variant. 

 
The Reasons are: 
 
On the 21 December 2021, The Chancellor of the Exchequer announced that new funding was to be made 
available to support those businesses in the hospitality, leisure and accommodation sectors. Central 
Government recognised that as people were exercising more caution as they go about their lives because 
of the rise in the Omicron variant, these businesses were facing huge uncertainty at a crucial time.  
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Funding for a new Omicron Hospitality and Leisure Grant (OHLG) for those businesses in these sectors 
and who pay business rates was announced with set grant levels for different business sizes.  
 
A third round of Additional Restrictions Grant (ARG) Top Up funding was announced. The guidance for this 
encourages local authorities support those businesses in the same hospitality, leisure and accommodation 
sectors in shared accommodation and the supply chain to these sectors.   
 
Salford City Council’s share of the new third round ARG Top up funding is £461,459.81. The accompanying 
report provides a summary of the guidance for the third round ARG Top Up funding issued by The 
Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) and proposals to deliver grant funding to 
impacted businesses in shared accommodation and the supply chain in line with the OHLG and to provide 
additional funding to all businesses receiving either a OHLG or an ARG-OHLG in March 2022, funding 
permitting.    
 
Options considered and rejected were: Not to take this course of action. 

 
Assessment of Risk: Low 

 
The source of funding is: Additional Restrictions Grant (ARG) Third Top Up Funding. 

 
Legal Advice obtained: Tony Hatton, Principal Solicitor 
 

The accompanying report sets out proposals to make further discretionary grant funding available to 
businesses, which have more recently been affected by Covid-19, in particular the Omicron variant, via the 
Omicron Hospitality and Leisure Grant (OHLG) and the third top up of Additional Restrictions Grant 
(ARG). The Council has previously made grant awards to businesses via previous rounds of ARG scheme 

funding.  So, it is familiar with administering Covid-19 grant in a manner which is compliant with BEIS 
guidance and conditions regarding use of the funding, the proper exercise of Council discretion in how to 
administer the funding, as well as familiarity with the Subsidy Control regime (formerly referred to as State 
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Aid), which sets thresholds on the levels of public funding that eligible businesses can receive. 
 
 
Proposal 1 and 2: 
 
These principles equally apply to the administering of the ARG-OHLG, together with the updated BEIS 
guidance as reproduced above in the report. The guidance sets out the Government’s intention of how the 
ARG-OHLG shall be used, and the parameters of what types of businesses should be selected for funding. 
It is important that the guidance is carefully followed by the Council to ensure that funding is compliantly 
distributed. Otherwise, there may be a risk of clawback. 
 
In relation to the Subsidy Control regime, as with previous Covid-19 national grant schemes whereby 
funding has been allocated to the Council for distribution, the distribution of ARG-OHLG to businesses 
would most likely be a subsidy. A ‘subsidy’ is any financial benefit received from a publicly funded body, not 
on ordinary market terms, which may affect trade with another country. Financial awards made by the 
Council under the National ARG scheme were previously treated as meeting the State Aid definition, so it is 
likely that they would be deemed a subsidy under the new rules, and the BEIS ARG Guidance (updated 
January 2022) also confirms this point, stating at paragraph 86: We have concluded that the COVID-19 
Business Grant Allowance and the COVID19 Business Grant Special Allowance are compatible with the 
principles set out in Article 366 of the TCA and are targeted, proportionate, and effective in order to remedy 
difficulties caused by the COVID-19 pandemic for the purposes of Article 364(3). These two allowances 
constitute subsidy schemes for the purposes of Article 373(4) of the TCA and the transparency 
requirements at Article 369 of the TCA. Local Authorities will still need to consider their own transparency 
obligations in relation to individual award. 
 
Paragraphs 87-93 of the current ARG and OHLG Guidance sets out guidance on the applicability of 
subsidy control, and in particular goes on to set out the current levels of allowance for each business. By 
way of high-level summary, the allowances are as below (which can be combined): 
 

 Small Amounts of Financial Assistance Allowance (previously referred to as De Minimis) - 325,000 
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Special Drawing Rights (circa £335,000) to a single economic actor over a rolling period of three 
fiscal years; 

 COVID-19 Business Grant Allowance - £1,900,000 per single economic actor; and 

 COVID-19 Business Grant Special Allowance - £10,000,000 (please note that there are a number of 
conditions/limits if relying upon this upper limit) 

 
The Council should always be cautious when awarding grant funding of public monies and must ensure 
that it acts transparently and in compliance with the rules. It is the Council’s responsibility as public body to 
be satisfied that its awards are complaint and that it retains appropriate evidence to support this. The ARG 
BEIS guidance in particular (paragraph 25) requires all businesses to self-certify they meet the criteria, and 
for the third top up Local Authorities must “verify the evidence provided as part of pre-payment checks”. As 
part of the application process, the Council should ask applicant businesses to confirm that their 
organisation will remain within the Subsidy Control allowance limits (or still remain within, if they have 
previously applied), and to confirm that they were not deemed an ‘undertaking in difficulty’ before or on 31st 
December 2019 (if relying on an allowance in excess Small Amounts of Financial Assistance allowance). 
 
The Council must also ensure that it complies with its transparency obligations, so for example being clear 
in its application process about the types of business eligible for funding and how funding shall be 
determined. The Council must also ensure that all schemes and individual awards over £500,000 must be 
uploaded to the BEIS transparency database within six months of being granted. Any ad hoc awards of at 
least 325,000 Special Drawing Rights over three years to an individual beneficiary must also be uploaded 
within six months of being granted. The transparency database can be found at 
https://manageuksubsidies.beis.gov.uk/. 
 
Proposal 3 and 4: 
The report also refers to a proposal to use residual ARG funding, which would be available by virtue of 
closing applications to the currently open second top up of ARG.  
 
Any closure of the second ARG-Top Up process and use of the residual funding must be in compliance 

https://manageuksubsidies.beis.gov.uk/
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with any conditions attached the second top-up ARG grant and the BEIS guidance. The decision to change 
the focus of the second-top up scheme and/or close applications to any remaining eligible businesses 
should be transparent.  
 
Note that in relation to the defrayal of second and third top-up, paragraph 24 of the guidance states “Funds 
that have not been fully defrayed from the Local Authority’s bank account by 31 March 2022 will be subject 
to recovery.  For the avoidance of doubt, Local Authorities need to manage their application and payment 
process to achieve all spend by 31 March 2022, as payments after this date will not be allowed in any 
circumstances.” 
 
Any payment of residual ARG second top-up funding must, as with the third top-up, also comply with the 
principles set out above in relation to Subsidy Control and transparency. 
 
Legal can provide advice or support in relation to the application of the Subsidy Control rules or BEIS 
guidance in the distribution of the allocated grant. 
 
Financial Advice obtained: Joanne Hardman, Chief Finance Officer 

The council must ensure that all payments made under the scheme comply with the latest guidance from 
BEIS on the operation of the updated ARG scheme. Adequate records must be retained of the evidence 
obtained and the checks carried out. All payments must be made by 31st March 2022 as payments after 
this date will not be allowed in any circumstances and will not be funded by BEIS. 
 
The total spend on the ARG scheme will need to be monitored to ensure that it does not exceed the 
funding received.  
 
The new allocation of ARG funding of £461,459.81 was received from BEIS on 11/01/22. 
 
Procurement Advice obtained: N/A 

 
HR Advice obtained: N/A 
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Climate Change Advice obtained: N/A 

 
Contact Officer: Steven Fry, Assistant Director Digital & Customer Service Tel. 0161 793 3641 
 
 
This decision is not subject to consideration by another Lead Member. 
 
The appropriate scrutiny panel to call-in the decision is the Overview & Scrutiny Board. 
 
 
Signed: Councillor Hinds    Dated: 3rd February 2022 
Lead Member for Finance & Support Services 
  

 
This decision was published on 7th February 2022.  
 
This decision will come into force at 4.00 p.m. on 14th February 2022, unless it is called-in in accordance 
with the decision-making process rules. 
 

A5   COVID-19 Additional 
Relief Fund (CARF) 
2021/2022 

SALFORD CITY COUNCIL - RECORD OF DECISION 

 
I, Councillor Hinds, in exercise of the powers contained within the Council Constitution do hereby approve: 
 

The arrangements for the award of COVID-19 Additional Relief using Local Authority discretionary 
relief powers under section 47 of the Local Government Finance Act 1988 (as amended), to grant 
relief. 
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The Reasons are: 

 
On 25 March 2021 the government announced a new COVID-19 Additional relief Fund (CARF) of £1.5 
billion. The fund will be available to support those businesses affected by the pandemic but that are 
ineligible for existing support linked to business rates.  The relief is available to reduce chargeable amounts 
in respect of 2021/22. 
 
On 15.12.21 the Department for Levelling Up Housing & Communities released the guidance for Local 
Authorities to administer COVID-19 Additional relief Fund (CARF) and published details of the Local 
Authorities funding allocation. Salford City Council allocation is £7,957,365 
 
As this is a measure for 2021/22 only, the government is not changing the legislation relating to the reliefs 
available to properties. It is for individual local billing authorities to adopt a local scheme and determine in 
each individual case when, having regard to the guidance, to grant relief under section 47 of the Local 
Government Finance Act 1988 (as amended), to grant relief. 
 
The government will fully reimburse local authorities for the local share of the discretionary relief, using a 
grant under section 31 of the Local Government Act 2003. 
 
Options considered and rejected were: Not to take this course of action. 

 
Assessment of Risk: Low 

 
The source of funding is: Covid-19 Additional Relief Fund (CARF) 2021/22 

 
Legal Advice obtained: Nicky Smith, Senior Solicitor 
 
It is important that the administration of the Scheme by the Authority complies with the requirements of the 
Government Guidance, and the main body of the report clarifies how this will be achieved. The proposals 
will also comply with the requirements of s.47 Local Government Finance Act 1988. 
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Financial Advice obtained: David Eden, Finance Manager 

 
The awarding of this relief will reduce the gross liability and thus the collection fund’s income for 2021/22. 
However, the government will fully reimburse local authorities for their share of the discretionary relief 
through section 31 grant up to the maximum funding allocation for each billing area. The maximum funding 
allocation for the area of Salford is £7,957,365. The council will receive “on-account” payments of section 
31 grant throughout the year to ensure that its cashflow is not adversely affected by the relief. The 
Department for Levelling Up, Housing and Communities has confirmed that it will provide new burdens 
funding to cover matters such as IT costs, additional staff costs and rebilling. 
 
The relief scheme should therefore have an overall neutral financial impact on the council as long as the 
total relief awarded does not exceed £7,957,365. 
 
Procurement Advice obtained: N/A 

 
HR Advice obtained: N/A 

 
Climate Change Advice obtained: N/A 
 
Contact Officer: Jane Betts   Tel. 0161 793 3641 

 
 
This decision is not subject to consideration by another Lead Member. 
 
The appropriate scrutiny panel to call-in the decision is the Overview & Scrutiny Board. 
 
 
Signed: Councillor Hinds    Dated: 3rd February 2022 
Lead Member for Finance & Support Services 
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This decision was published on 7th February 2022.  
 
This decision will come into force at 4.00 p.m. on 14th February 2022, unless it is called-in in accordance 
with the decision-making process rules. 

 

A1    

A2    


